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Company

Long Advance was founded in July 1992, specialising in high quality and
high performance functional fabrics.

We has a comprehensive and highly flexible supply chain. We source
goods from stable and cooperative weaving factories, post-processing
factories and film factories that have a reputation for being strong and
stable companies. We avoid the shortages that occur with some other
traditional companies that are using single suppliers. In contrast, we
have built a mutual trust and understanding with the factories we use
by long-term cooperation and a focus towards high quality, high
efficiency and win-win profit.



Certification

Long Advance works carefully to limit its impact on the environment
and wants to bring about positive change. We carefully monitor our
productions, make sure our products pass the OEKO-TEX standard, and
follow the Reach requirements. In addition we are also one of the first
businesses in Taiwan to become a Bluesign system partner. We play a
role within the business community to encourage and assist our
factories to be Bluesign certified and create more environmentally
friendly products. We aim to lead the way in this area.



Manufacturing Process

Not only Long Advance's office is based in Taiwan, but also all the productions
are manufactured in Taiwan in order to ensure the quality control and smooth
production. The whole process, from the selection of yarns to greige fabrics
weaving, to the finishing processes, and to the output of the final products, is
controlled and supervised by the well trained technicians from the factories
and also Long Advance's employees.

The processes are as the following: Raw Yarns Preparation > Weaving Greige
Fabrics > Inspection on Greige aterials > Dyeing Process > Finishing and
Tentering > Inspection on the Dyed Fabrics > Coating/Lamination Process >
Final Products Inspection and Packing at SGS > Ready for Shipment

After each finishing process, we have the internal inspection on the semi-
products to always make sure the fabrics can be sent to the next processing
factory. Once the final production is completed, we have the ready fabrics full
inspected and packed at SGS.
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Our Brand

YUSHAN

Since 2006, we introduced our brand, "YUSHAN" to the market and
customers, providing hangtags to our customer for branding. Yushan
is the highest mountain located in central Taiwan. It is a significant
landmark both geographically and historically in Taiwan. Therefore,
we have it symbol our leading position in Taiwan textile business and
also represent our ambition and determination to offer the best
quality standard products and services.



Ski Wear, Snowboard Wear, Work Wear, Uniforms, Outdoor Wear,
Down Jacket, Casual Wear, Board Short, Mountain Climbing, Angler's
suit, Golf Wear, Sleeping Bags, Tents, Backpacks, and etc.

Suitable Range



Cooperation Brand



View our feed

Contact Us

If you have any product needs, please leave a message,

we will contact you as soon as possible.

longadvance

http://www.longadv.com.tw

sales@longadv.com.tw
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